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A psychoanalytical consideration of corruption, feminism and exclusion
> Saturday 21st May, Melbourne Brain Centre
Kenneth Myer Building, 30 Royal Pde, Parkville 3052

Power and corruption in the individual and society – David Morgan

A demonstration of how a psychoanalytical understanding of destructiveness can contribute to the
comprehension of fundamentalist politics, through an exploration of links between perversion in the
individual and corruption in society. Clinical and research work with whistle-blowers, refugees and
political theorists will be used as illustration.

Psychoanalysis and feminism – Ruth McCall

A discussion of the revolutionary beginnings of psychoanalysis, its changing understanding and
depiction of the feminine, and to what extent it still remains a normative and anti-feminist stance.
Ruth will draw upon Freud, Winnicott, Klein and contemporary writers, and clinical vignettes.

Psychoanalysis and the excluded – Ruth McCall

An exploration of class, mental condition, race and intellect, and how far psychoanalysis has moved,
or not, from Freud’s initial exclusions in anyone who struck him as “low-minded & repellent…
below a certain level of intelligence… or feebleness of mind”

Psychoanalysis and perversion – David Morgan

Corruption of the individual via the internet, work practices and market forces will be explored. David
will demonstrate how pornography and other distractions lead to a disturbance of real relationships.

SPEAKERS
DR. DAVID MORGAN is a training & supervising analyst with the British Psychoanalytic Association;
Consultant psychotherapist, Portman Clinic; Co-Editor with Stan Ryszsinkski of “Violence, Perversion
& Delinquency” (Karnac, 2007) and Editor of “The Political Mind” (in press). He has been a frequent
commentator in the media, on various topics including perversion, whistleblowing, migration, love,
incest and bigamy. David has also organised the ‘Political Mind Seminars’ for the British
Psychoanalytic Society, to be published later this year in an edited book.
DR. RUTH McCALL is a Fellow of the British Psychoanalytical Association,
supervisor and training psychotherapist for several British psychoanalytic
psychotherapy trainings and past tutor for MSc in Psychoanalytic Studies,
UCL. She has a special interest in hysteria and psychosomatic disorders,
and lectures on Freud and Winnicott’s work.
Her initial career was in television documentary productions,
now she broadcasts and works in private practice.
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